
here are my notes on the 3.1 and 3.2 paragraphs. 

General:
- Unify British (used at line 867 e.g.) vs American (used at line 798 e.g.) English, 
favouring the Brit, since we are EU funded. 
- Some statement lacks of references, in particular in 3.1 
- Unify the use of standard units or not. I have the feeling that we won't use natural 
units, so times in fm/c, momentum in GeV/c, mass in GeV/c^2, temperatures in MeV/
kB, etc. 
- It's bizarre to sometime have data to compare on the plot, and sometime not. 

3.0 and 1... 

Footnote : second p-A should be in roman font, if I understand the logic.
720. the+ir+ production... the+ir+ pp production
** 721. Ref for Glauber (the 4 experiment RHIC paper of Steinberg et al being the 
best, imho)
723. of +centrality-integrated+ p-A
727. I assume open and hidden are defined before
729. (of which various theoretical...) ?
** 731. proton -> nucleon (unless you want to consider the trivial isospin effect as 
part of CNM, but then you need to add it in section 3.2) 
736. global fit analyses (plural, there are various incarnation)
738. which -> whose ? 
742. Lack of references (to DGLAP, JIMWLK, CGC...) and the (see section 3.2.3) 
does not refer to JIMWLK only, so maybe (see section 3.2.3 for details and 
references)?
744. the Cronin
** 747. heavy quarkonia, and you should mention why it affects only them, adding 
"early-produced" would do it
752. again lacking of references
** Eq. 13 is wrong (talked to Francois about it), the current cross section would be of 
p+p/A, not of p+Pb, some sum over nucleons is missing
759. Tempted to add "hypothetical" before "2->1"
767. CNM effects do not involve probes -> "Different probes and observable are 
sensitive to various..."
767-8. I don't like this sentence. The "must be" should be soften, "kinematical 
configuration" does not mean much (we care about root(s) more than about a little 
0.465 boost for instance).
778. ox -> of 

3.2 ... 

Table 6: would put the energies in TeV (because 5.023 is far too precise, even the 0.02 



that everybody use being not that well defined, depending if one uses the neutron 
mass, for instance). 
Table 6: eta_e -> y (otherwise you have to change elsewhere)
787 and others. fm/c 
789. Talked to François about it, this sentence is super cryptic. At minima, one should 
replace "leading" by "related"
803. "Compare" what with what? Maybe missing a "the above time scales with..."
804. Missing gamma in the definition and the frame in which L is defined
Table 7, caption, +of+ pt << p
** In 3.2.2. I think it is not really acceptable to say NOTHING about open charm. If 
not available, mention it, say why, encourage people to work, etc. 
814. Is the phi notation used elsewhere in the review?
** 817. I agree Ramona needs to answer this. 
830. upper -> higher (because of the following 'H') 
836. Reference? 
** 845. I find this sentence a bit abrupt, and maybe calling for a conclusive sentence. 
** Figure 25: where is data?
860 or -> hence of
861. Reference
863. Cross reference
** 873. What is JIN doing here and not in table 8 ? Was it really successful in catching 
everything ? (psi' centrality dependence for instance...) I think we should be more 
specific here. 
** 876. "can be compared" ? -> are or will be compared on Fig. 36. But why not 
comparing on Fig. 26 already?
904. reflecting stronger saturation effects at smaller x values. 
907. WTF does this paragraph opening mean? 
921. Missing reference, and shouldn't we start by this sentence, actually. Or explain 
how these guys are related to what you just said. 
** 931. Realy parameter free ? Not even a little something fit on lower energy data ?
Figure 28. There is data at 2.76 TeV, so why showing a 5.5 TeV and not reality?
** 932-3. Clarify. Fig. 28 seems to have shadowing (caption), but the paragraph ends 
by saying it is not in Eq. 19. A bit confusing. Maybe removing last sentence?
949. respectively to what? Remove? 
** 957. Define xi, mu and lambda. 
** 969. Indeed, reference missing. 
** 971. "can be compared to..." why not comparing then? If done later, point to it! 
976. [350, 351] would be nicer
992. no need for "in more detail", cause you did not really say anyting. 
996. "above" ? Where ? I forgot... Give me a pointer. 
997. Maybe adding "then-available" before J/psi ? 
1012. remove the second "band"
** Table 8 is a very good idea, but I'm not sure I caught the use I can make of it. Will 
all the predictions shown later be displayed by the acronym? (I don't think so). Should 



there be some references for each acronym?


